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After a radioactive lollipop turns Beaver Sparker into LICK-IT MAN, women all across the globe are

empowered with Ã¢â‚¬Å“enlightened orgasmsÃ¢â‚¬Â• and men have the perfect role model.

Author Camille Carida creates a hilarious, smart, and sexy laugh out loud full-color 65 page graphic

novel. Beautifully illustrated by Marvel and DC Comics artist Joe Quinones, this award-winning

ebook is a playful and twisted comedic take on the superhero genre combining bawdy sexuality,

tongue in cheek humor, and tinges of political satire.
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The premise is solid, but lacks any real development. Overall, its a harmless way to waste away a

few minutes, but nothing more. I would have liked to see either the humor or the politics pushed

farther- as it is, it seems to lack any real soul or conviction. The art is fine. I can't say I really

recommend it unless you need more off-beat conversation pieces in your comic collection, but then

again, there's no accounting for taste. (Does that count as a joke? Lick-Man, taste?)

Art works good. Spectacular in many cases in fact for something that cost me 2.99+tax. Most of the



story seems to be done for the joke of of it, and we're rushed through some great plot potential that

never seems to come truly to fruition. Feels a little like a mock up between a golden age super hero

and an Archie comic. But overall most of the benefits are detracted by what feels like a failure at a

cooky wit coming from cardboard characters. Even the major female role gets little more attention or

depth than necessary. But this is a short, cheap comic so I guess thats just what we get. Of course,

I might also just not be into the superb irony of it all.

This is a great, tame comic for any adult with a sense of humor. Lick-It Man is a very inclusive

superhero who likes to spread the love!

If you like comic books that make fun of comic book heros this is your read. The adult flow of erotica

is an added edge. Though we really are not told how lickit man gets his super power you will be

amused to his use of it. This is a fun short read and the illustrations add to it. Enjoy.

OK for what it is. Not much of a plot. Character development is sketchy at best.

In the end I guess I liked it, but there was nothing about the story that stood out. It was rife with

satire of superhero comics, complete with the angry news reporter, but the story had no urgency.

Liked the concept behind the story very much. Would've liked more background story on Beaver

though. Somehow there was a huge gap in the story and it was his motives, which I found only

vaguely explained.

Joe Quinones' art here is really good, and the sexual farce nature of the comic is humorous, but

actually isn't particularly well-developed. While this is sexy and funny, it is definitely not porny nor is

it an erotic comic in the sense most people think. The art is light and while sexualized, it is rarely

"Beefcake" art and there is no nudity. It is risque and light. Lots of fairly funny puns are involved.

The story seems rushed and doesn't have a lot to say about either superheroes or erotic comics as

a genre even though it is playing in both. Motives and character development just aren't entirely

there. It would have benefited from being two story arcs with some room to breathe instead of one.

Still, it was fun.
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